Annotation Service
			 for Digital Monographs
Why Open Annotation

The Hypothes.is Tool

Open Annotation is essential in nearly any
part of the research lifecycle. It enables
organization and collaboration atop research
materials; inline peer review; augmentation
of articles with additional information,
links, images or videos; elaboration around
citations; content corrections or updates,
and has extensive use cases in the teaching
and learning space

The Hypothes.is Annotation Tool allows
annotations at a sentence or phrase level,
such as criticism or notes on news, blogs,
scientific articles, books, terms of use,
campaign initiatives, legislative procedures,
and more. The tool is based on an open
source JavaScript library and annotation
standards developed by the World Wide
Web Consortia (W3C)

The Implementation of the Tool
The publishing platforms participating in
HIRMEOS were provided with JavaScript
libraries, which they embedded in their
websites, to create annotations around
the HTML, ePub and PDF version of
the monographs so that users are not
required to install the Hypothes.is plug-in
on their browsers when reading the books
published on the platform

Support to Academic Community Engagement
Post-publication Open Peer Review by OpenEdition Books
■
■
■
■

13 books from 4 publishers opened for annotation
Creation of a space both for scientific conversation and new forms of peer review
Annotators were supported in learning to use Hypothes.is
Annotations will be the subject of a report

Annotation Activities in Seminar coordinated by SUB Göttingen
■ Interpretation of a classic of philosophy
■ Improving students’ preparation and follow-up of the individual sessions
■ Deeper understanding of the discussed texts
■ More efficient way for lecturers to communicate with students and between the students
■ Streamlined management of the students’ homework

More Information
Do you want to know more about Annotation
Services and HIRMEOS support to the usage
of the hypothesis tool? Visit www.hirmeos.eu
and subscribe to our newsletter

